Are mineralized tissues open crystal foams reinforced by crosslinked collagen? Some energy arguments.
Which of the elementary components (hydroxyapatite (HA) crystals, collagen, non-collagenous organic matter, water) do significantly contribute to the ultrastructural elastic stiffness magnitude and anisotropy of mineralized tissues; and how, i.e. through which shapes and assemblages (which micromechanical morphology)? We suggest answers to these questions by analyzing stiffness-volume fraction relationships of wet and dry tissue specimens in the framework of strain energy considerations. Radial stiffness values of both isotropic and anisotropic tissues are found to depend linearly to quadratically on only the mineral volume fraction. This suggests the isotropic contribution of HA to the ultrastructural stiffness. An energy-based analysis of the difference between the axial and radial stiffness values of anisotropic, collagen-rich tissues allows us to assess the collagen elasticity contribution, which is found to depend linearly on the extra-collagenous mineral concentration. These results suggest that collagen and hydroxyapatite are the elementary components governing the ultrastructural elastic stiffness magnitude and anisotropy of bone and mineralized tendons. The elastic stiffness of water and non-collagenous organic matter does not play a significant role. As for the morphological issue, we suggest that mineralized tissues are isotropic open crystal foams; and that these foams are reinforced unidirectionally by collagen molecules which are mechanically activated through tight links between these molecules and HA-crystals. The HA crystals are mechanically activated through stretching and bending in long bone tissues, they are predominantly stretched in mineralized tendons, and bent in hyperpycnotic tissues.